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 See All Her Faces
 Strictly a 60's gal!
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Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 14/07/2007 :  18:14:23  

When it comes to pics of Dusty I tend to really be a 60's fanatic you could say and seldom
waver...but...this one has always been a fav and I think it was Carole who first sent it to me
years ago. Also I love one more which is the black and white one..its not a clear pic so if anyone
can improve on it I'd be happy. How can you tell I've been looking through my files
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8313 Posts

Casx

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 14/07/2007 :  19:10:05    

Thanks for posting these. No, I couldn't tell you were going through your files  just as you
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USA
14235 Posts

can't tell I am avoiding writing my study plan. 

I don't know if I can explain why, but those two pics are so haunting for me.

The second one, in color, was on the cover of the DSB a year or two back.

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2007 :  19:16:47    

I like her going back to the denim look of A Girl Called Dusty. Though I can't recall having seen
her wearing denim on stage!

Cor xx

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2007 :  19:28:48  

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

Thanks for posting these. No, I couldn't tell you were going through your files  just as you can't tell

I am avoiding writing my study plan. 

I don't know if I can explain why, but those two pics are so haunting for me.

The second one, in color, was on the cover of the DSB a year or two back.

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

What number was that then Nancy I only started getting the DSB around number 40.I'd love to
see that in colour....anyone please

Casx

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2007 :  23:00:27  

I think the Denim shoot was circa '95, there was a Daily Mail Weekend magazine interview about
then when she was wearing the Denim, and i'm cross with myself for not keeping it, the B&W
photo looks circa PSB time?!

Mark

allherfaces
Administrator

USA

Posted - 14/07/2007 :  23:12:46    

It was an issue Mary had loaned to me and I just returned to her the other day....I'm sure Carole
or Tom (among others) could tell us....In fact, maybe Paul has a back issue for sale! 

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info
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USA
14235 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 15/07/2007 :  14:34:51  

Senior moment Cas, it's no 57!

This isn't from the cover but a one I've had for a while, it shows less hair than the DSB cover.

Carole x

"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 15/07/2007 :  14:46:08  

Brill thanks I rarely look at my back issues or nothing else would ever get done!

Casx

Ps I'm in a continuous senior moment from waking to going to bed

PPs Doesnt she look just beautiful!
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j

Edited by - Cas19 on 15/07/2007 14:49:46

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 16/07/2007 :  03:45:30  

That's what I thought Cas!. Those eyes! Those rosebud lips!

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."
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